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Over the years, sophisticated systems have been put in place to monitor software development and ensure that code integrity is maintained. Software developers expect to regularly use a revision control system such as Git, CVS or SVN as part of their endeavors.

One step that has historically been missing as a routine part of the development process is the codification of invention. Software developers continuously innovate. Due to a number of factors, these new innovations unfortunately have often failed to be published in a way that facilitates the ongoing protection of individual and community rights to these inventions.

In order to improve the documentation of invention and lessen the ability of companies and patent trolls to leverage intellectual property against open source companies, as a community we must begin to capture invention regularly and in real time.

Keith Bergelt, CEO of Open Invention Network, a company formed by IBM, NEC, Novell, Philips, Red Hat and Sony to enable and defend Linux, will share his insights into ways that companies can capture and codify invention at the time of development, ensuring that innovation is documented and leveraged in a manner so that the entire open source community will benefit.
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